
I have 2
Technologies in 3
different colors.

I control 2 planets outside
my Home System which

are at least 4 spaces
apart*

(from each other).

*Shortest route ignoring
unstable wormholes.

I now spend 3
Command Counters

from my Command Pool
or Strategy Allocation

areas (or a mix thereof).

A3

This round I took
control of an enemy
planet while it was

refreshed.

I destroyed, through
combat rolls, at least 4
non-Fighter ships this

round.

I control 3 Space
Docks, at least 2 of

which are outside my
Home System.

I control 3 planets (or
Artifacts) with the
same technology

specialty.

I control ships in
5 different systems

outside my
Home System.

I control 5 planets
outside my Home

System.

I won, as the attacker,
a Space battle against
at least 5 enemy ships

this round.

I now spend 6
influence.

I now spend 6
resources.

I now spend 8
influence.

I now spend 8
resources.

I am blockading* an
opponent’s Space Dock.

*Having destroyed a Saar Space
Dock this round qualifies.

I now control 2
Special (red-bordered)

Systems.
I control 5 systems. I control Mecatol Rex.

This round I destroyed
units belonging to two
different opponents as
a result of Space Battle
or Invasion Combat.

I control 2 or more
ships at least 4

spaces away* from
my Home System.

*Shortest route ignoring
unstable wormholes.

I control a planet 3 spaces
away* from my Home

System, containing a PDS
and 2 ground units.

*Shortest route ignoring
unstable wormholes.

This round, I was the
attacker in a Space Battle
against a fleet worth at
least 12 resources, in

which I inflicted at least
3 hits.

This round I killed or
now hold captive an
opponent Leader.

I controlledMallice or
Hope’s End at the start of
the round, and have not
lost control of it since

then.

The total influence of my
planets is greater than
that of the player to my
left, and greater than that
of the player to my right.

No player controls more
planets outside their

Home System than I do.

I controlledMecatol Rex
orHope’s End at the start
of the round, and have

not lost control of it since
then.

I have ships in all
systems containing a

stable alphawormhole,
or in all systems

containing a stable beta
wormhole.

This round an enemy
Space Dock was

destroyed or captured by
my units.

SPECIAL
When this card is revealed,
replace it with a random
PreliminaryObjective.

Treat it as a normal Public
Objective in all respects,
worth 1 Victory point.

SPECIAL
When this card is revealed,
replace it with a random
Secret Objective. Treat it as
a normal Public Objective

in all respects, worth 2
Victory point.

I now spend
2 Trade Goods,
2 resources and

2 influence.

I control ships in a
contiguous line of

adjoining systems that
contains systems at least

3 spaces apart.
(ignoring

wormholes)

I have 4 Technologies
of the same color.

I have a Technology of
each of the 4 colors.

I control planets
(or Artifacts) with 3
different technology

specialties.



A3



A3

I took control of
enemy controlled

planets in 2 different
systems this round.

I took control of three
planets this round.

(Taking control of the same planet
multiple times does not qualify)

I control 2 (or all) Trade
Stations.

Discard and draw another if no Trade
Stations are present on the map.
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